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Hardware is passé, software is avant gardé

The emerging paradigm in technology trends the world over show technologies moving away 

from a hardware based approach to software centric implementations. Software (and other 

products like it) is increasingly replacing now-outdated hardware components. This is true for 

any vertical or Industry from radios to accounting hardware is being shown the door. Case in 

Point - Instead of adding machines and store counters we have now have tally, similarly software 

radio appears to offer an elegant solution to what has been a vexing problem: how to have a 

single handset, like a cell phone, communicate across multiple networks.

The contact center industry is not alien to this migration either. We now see more and more con-

tact centers and an enterprise moving from LEGACY PBX's and boxed solutions to IP – PBX's. 

This is not just a natural course of evolution. There are clear indicators as to why software is 

being preffred over hardware.

Introduction



Narrowing down specifically to the voice domain and to contact centers and enterprises; In 

largescale operations as commonly seen with Enterprise businesses face further challenges of 

solutions that can scale and provide enhanced customer experience. Enterprise businesses 

require configurable solutions that can easily be managed by the IT team with minimal effort to 

avoid productivity issues. Downtime due to complexity in systems, rigid infrastructure resulting in 

overall mismanagement in intensive business scenarios stagnates productivity and efficiency, in 

turn resulting to business loss. The right technological infrastructure needs address this issue as 

well as cater to specific business needs with a robust and flexible architecture that enables quick 

and easy management of the entire contact center system.

Hardware serve as the delivery system for software 

solutions. The hardware of a computer is infrequently 

changed, in comparison with software and data, which are 

“soft” in the sense that they are readily created, 

modified, or erased on the computer.

Hardware is reliable, only till it fails once it fails the 
whole system comes down crashing. There are no 
restore points.

Hardware failure is random. Hardware failure can 
happen at any stage even when the process is in 
mission critical stage.

Hardware faults are physical and need to be replaced 
as the only option.

Hardware wears out over time.

Hardware is setup based on static requirements and
usually scalability means additional boxes need to be
setup, maintained and managed. Scalability is seen as 
a hassle than feature.

Function:

Reliability:

Failure:

Fault:

Lifetime:

Scalability:

Hardware Software

To perform the specific task you need to
complete. Software is generally not
needed to for the hardware to perform
its basic level tasks such as turning on and
responding to input.

Software due to constant testing and upgrades 
shows better reliability, also in the off chance 
that it does crash usually there are restore 
points thus saving a complete system crash.

Software failure is systematic. Software
does not have an increasing failure rate.

Software faults are not.

Software does not wear out over time.

Software’s is the best option for any
scalable business, all you need to do is
procure additional licenses.

A few obvious points for the argument are:



In today’s technology driven economy, organizations are struggling to achieve differentiation 

from their competitors. Unique to every organization, the customer experience is close to impos-

sible to imitate. Customer experience has become the only differentiating factor and the source 

of competitive advantage. There is a proven correlation between customer service and loyalty. 

Customer loyalty is strongly associated with customer experience that strengthens the com-

pany’ reputation and brand image that is capable to transform customers to brand advocates.

The root causes of bad experience can be traced back to the following problems:

• Customer Experience Inconsistent Across Customer Journey

Organizations that fail to invest in improving customer experience and still rely on outdated 

legacy solutions would feel the backdrop in customers. The result would be disconnected and 

impersonal experiences with the customers across different touch points. For optimal journeys, 

customers are to be delivered with consistent quality service across all customer touch points.

• Imperfect interactions across Customer Channels

When new customer channels emerge, they are often treated in isolation; where each interaction 

is completely unrelated with future interactions.  Organizations that treat customer interactions 

separately are often at a significant competitive disadvantage.

• Underutilized Enterprise Resources

The lack of context from previous customer interactions would lead to misaligned tasks and pro-

cesses. When customer issues or queries are not handled in timely and accurate manner it 

would harm the fragile customer experience. Underutilized manpower would harm the organiza-

tion productivity and workforce morale. Without managing underutilized manpower, organiza-

tions will fail to climb up the ladder.

Automation of these processes is the only solution in overcoming these limitations to achieve 

optimized management of limited resources and gain market share.

• Single View of Customers

Gaining knowledge of customers is critical in understanding customer journey. Extracting 

insights and information from each interaction point and channel is the only way in achieving this. 

This would allow organizations to deliver personalized experiences to each customer strength-

ening their brand preference. This will have a positive impact in promoting powerful word-of-

mouth recommendations to positively impact the organizations bottom-line revenue.

Customer Experience



Drishti 
Drishti Soft is an Indian company, which is registered and is an active member of NASSCOM. 

Drishti has been awarded by the body for NASSCOM Innovation Awards 2008 and Nasscom 

Emerge 50 listing in the “Domestic Market” category. From international benchmarking 

bodies Drishti also holds the Deloitte fast 500 Company in the Asia Pacific Region. Drishti 

has contact center technology deployments in 40 countries with 1000+ installations span-

ning 6 years in contact center technology. Drishti's Clientele includes Acer Computers Aus-

tralia, Frontier Utilities USA, State Bank of India, Govt of Abu Dhabi.

AMEYO
The need for real-time, event-driven, multi-channel software for customer interaction man-

agement is what most business need for fuel. To propel your business forward, innovate and

value-add, AMEYO is the future of ICT in one feature rich platform.

Simplifying delivery of quality to your customers, We bring to you - an IP-based powerful 

contact center technology solutionthat innovates along your business for maximised benefits 

in your operational environments.

AMEYO is an all-in-one software based communication solution for managing interactions to 

improve customer experience, business efficiency and monitor productivity. The latest tech-

nology is differentiated by the superior architecture which enables new age businesses to 

constantly innovate around their business processes.

The architecture and core platform of AMEYO has been developed from ground up using 

latest technology concepts including Service Oriented Architecture as backbone. AMEYO 

provides scope for innovation and intelligibly integrates with enterprise applications through 

its extensible APIs, thus simplifying the entire interaction management for your businesses.

Holistic
Approach ExtensibleReliable

Configurable Manageable

·  Adaptable to different service use models 
 (SaaS or Premise)
·  Least turn-around time (Quick time to market) 
  with rapid feature development.

·  IP based networks 
·  Easy migration path to future
·  Multi-tenancy

·  Department & role specific modules 
·  Need-based routing

·  Centralized management of users 
  and processes 
·  Single-site & Multi-site environments

·  Increase in Business Availability 
·  Maximum customer contact 

·  SLA Management

·  CRM Configuration for  user-friendly interface
·  Modifications in run-time 

  campaign and process parameters

Customizable Future-ready 



Architecture  
Ameyo superior architecture purpose - A future proof scalable solution to meet next genera-

tion enterprise automation need in the domain of CIM.Overwriting the multi-boxed approach 

of legacy contact center technology, AMEYO powers customer interactions for both contact 

centers and enterprises with intelligence, scalability and cost effectiveness.

      Intelligent

• SDK for application development and 

not only IVR or call flow customizations

• Advanced real-time analytics in dash-

boards or wallboards

• Multi-level privileged based calling / 

event handling capability

•  Plugin based algorithms and implemen-

tations 

• MDA generated APIs and interfaces

• Cradle-to-grave reports

      Future Ready

• Based on SOA, its technology can keep 

on upgrading as per future trends and 

advancements

• Highly scalable (distributed architecture)

• Setup flexibility (centralized, distributed 

or hybrid setups) as per growing busi-

ness needs

          Reliable

• Auto-failover support

• Load-balancing with N+1 as well as N+N 

components, both kinds of deployment are in 

one setup

• Application robustness guaranteed by 

AMEYO labs with automated test beds

• Detailed benchmarking of individual compo-

nents before general availability

• Remote NOC and automated maintenance 

on-demand

      Cost Effective

• No proprietary hardware, utilizes industry 

standard server machines

• Low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

• Gives choice to use proven open-source 

components including OS and DB

• Open standards and APIs

• Detailed component wise flexible pricing



All-in-one
Unlike boxed solutions, AMEYO being IP-based is feature-rich providing inbuilt business-

specific capabilities in a single platform. This solution is capable of providing functionalities for 

all processes including inbound (intelligent routing, IVRS), outbound (predictive dialing, cam-

paign management, contact list management). The added benefit of AMEYO being an all-in-

one solution versus disparate components in boxed solutions provides customers with inbuilt 

Voicelogger, Realtime Graphical Analysis and comprehensive reports.

Easy to use
The flexibility that AMEYO brings to the table iradicates the complexity in managing boxed

solutions. The configurable design of AMEYO further provides businesses with the added 

benefit of tweaking the solution to their specific requirements.

AMEYO achieves this easily through integrations with various components in the backend. 

Being based on open standards such as SOA and MDA, AMEYO enables on the fly configu-

rations, where changes can be made easily and quickly on the fly.

Dynamic 

In an Inbound scenario where IVRS is a key component in directing incoming calls to the right 

group of agents, this normally would be a fixed IVRS where the entire tree works only how it 

was originally deployed. This approach to customer interactions where enhancing experience 

of interactions is of the utmost importance makes it detrimental to the overall objective of the 

process. AMEYO helps businesses operate more dynamically by providing them with the 

Nodeflow Designer which allows management to define the entire tree as their business 

requires to service their customers which includes mapping to internal structural changes.

Tailor-fit
In the event of Design-Your-Own-Solution (DYOS), where businesses pick and choose fea-

tures and components specific to their business requirements. Boxed solutions as common 

with Legacy PBX fail to deliver a cohesive and effective platform where contact centers can 

thrive in challenging business environments. The dynamic nature of AMEYO as a solution 

makes it ideal for a DYOS requirement where-in all necessary components and features are 

inbuilt. AMEYO provides the necessary flexibility for business to avail only the features and 

components that is essential for their processes to perform at peak performance, therefore 

optimizing costs.

Why AMEYO



Comparison Matrix





Case Studies

VADS Berhad (VADS) is one of Malaysia's leading Managed ICT Service provider. Today they are a 
wholly owned subsidiary of TM; serving medium to large businesses across industries. VADS 
implemented the Ameyo communications suite that provided them with a centralized pre-
integrated solution, integrating process flow from different sites and processes. 

Indovision is one of the biggest subscription-based direct broadcast satellite (DBS) or direct-to-
home satellite television and radio service in Indonesia. Since their inception, Indovision had a 
centralized billing system and subscriber management system deployed at their premises. With 
the Ameyo Communication Suite from Drishti, Indovision benefitted by maximizing their agent 
efficiency and automated their processes.

DOWNLOAD CASE STUDY

DOWNLOAD CASE STUDY

Shinning Gulf for Marketing & Business Solutions Ltd. (SolexPLUS) is a professional Business 
Process Outsourcing (BPO) company which has been set up in Jeddah with the purpose of 
providing an unmatched process outsourcing experience for leading organizations. With Ameyo 
they were able to streamline their business since their customer connects were increased which 
further uplifted customer satisfaction.

DOWNLOAD CASE STUDY



Our Customers

Awards and Appreciation

Corporate Headquarters

Drishti-Soft Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
B2/450, Spaze iTech Park, Sector-49, 
Sohna Road, Gurgaon-122018, Haryana (India)
Tel.: +91-124-4771000
Fax: +91-124-4039120
Email: info@ameyo.com
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EUROPEwww.ameyo.com

APAC Regional Office

Drishti Philippines Inc.
14-B, Rufino Pacific Tower, 
6784 Ayala Avenue, cor.Rufino St., 
Makati City, 1200 Philippines., 
Phone: +632-923-8136, 
Mobile: +63-917-831-5418 


